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In this letter, a nanoscale opto-mechanical actuator driven by gradient optical force is designed and

demonstrated. The nanoscale actuator can achieve a maximum displacement of 67 nm with a

response time of 94.5 ns. The optical force is estimated as 1.01 pN/lm/mW in C-band operating

wavelengths. The device is fabricated on silicon-on-insulator wafer using standard dry etching

processes. Compared with traditional microelectromechanical systems actuators driven by

electrostatic force, the nanoscale opto-mechanical actuator has the advantages of high resolution of

actuation, nanoscale displacement, and fast operating speed. It has potential applications in optical

signal processing, chemical, and biological sensing. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[doi:10.1063/1.3673854]

Silicon-based microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)

actuators driven by electrostatic force are widely used for

microscale actuating applications, such as switches,1,2 inter-

ferometers,3 and tunable lasers.4 However, there are limita-

tions in terms of nanoscale displacement control, resolution,

tuning speed, pull-in instability, etc.5–7 Meanwhile, in those

electrostatic MEMS actuator (e.g., parallel plate-plate and

comb-drive actuators), the magnitude of the capacitance-

dependent electrostatic force is determined by the plate area,

which is in the scale of micrometers. When the dimension of

the plate is scaled down from micrometers to nanometers,

the plate overlapping area has to be reduced accordingly,

resulting in insufficient electrostatic force to drive the actua-

tor. Furthermore, the electronic and mechanical-thermal

noise may degrade the performance of the electrostatic force.

Therefore, it is difficult to design a nanoscale actuator based

on the conventional concept of the capacitance-dependent

electrostatic force.

Optical force has recently attracted significant

interests, especially in the areas of nanoparticle trapping

and manipulation8–10 and optomechanically driven

nanostructures.11–14 Transverse gradient force, which is one of

the optical force, acts transversely to the light propagation

direction and can be increased by the orders of magnitude in

evanescently coupled waveguides due to the largely enhanced

gradient in the near field of guided wave structures.15 It was

recently proposed that the enhanced gradient optical force

may result in submicrometer and nanometer displacements

using milliwatt input power.16 It has also been demonstrated

in nanophotonic waveguide to produce mechanical displace-

ment of integrated nanophotonic structures.15–17 Different

from the dimension-dependent electrostatic force, the gradient

optical force is power-dependent force, which is beyond

dimension limitations. Hence, optical force based nanoscale

actuator has a different design concept from traditional

silicon-based MEMS actuator.

In this letter, a nanoscale optomechanical actuator

driven by gradient optical force is designed, fabricated, and

demonstrated. It consists of a nanoscale free-hanging wave-

guide, a parallel bus waveguide, a shutter and two fold-

beams with supporting anchors as shown in Fig. 1(a). When

the input light is coupled into the bus waveguide, the coupled

evanescent-wave between the free-hanging waveguide and

the bus waveguide produces an attractive gradient force. As

a result, the free-hanging waveguide is driven to move freely

in nanoscale displacement as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c).

The free-hanging waveguide used in the actuator has a

FIG. 1. (Color online) Working principle of the nano-optomechanical actua-

tor. (a) Schematic diagram of the actuator, (b) the original state of the free-

hanging waveguide, (c) the deformation state of the free-hanging wave-

guide, and (d) schematic of the parallel waveguides.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

caih@ime.a-star.edu.sg.
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dimension of 310 nm� 220 nm (width� height) Si core (Fig.

1(d)), surrounded by a 2 lm SiO2 cladding. The free-hanging

waveguide is released with a length of L (e.g., L¼ 50 lm),

allowing it to be deformed by the optical force between the

two parallel waveguides.

When the optical power (P) is coupled into the parallel

waveguides, the attractive gradient force (Fopt) is induced

and evenly distributed along the waveguide length L, which

is expressed as16

Fopt

L
¼ � P

vgx
dx
ds

�
�
�
�
k

; (1)

where x is the optical input frequency, vg is the group veloc-

ity, k is the wave vector, and s is the gap between the wave-

guides. Equation (1) has been verified to be equivalent to the

Maxwell stress tensor formalism.16 It indicates that a

decrease in frequency leads to a lowering of system energy,

and hence induces an attractive force. In particular, a change

of the waveguide separation by ds causes the energy coupled

into the waveguide eigenmode to vary, resulting in the eigen-

mode frequency shifting by dx. By first order approxima-

tion, dx/ds is a constant for a small change of the gap width,

and thus the gradient force increases linearly with the optical

power. In order to enhance the optical force, holes are

arranged along the waveguide to form one-dimensional pho-

tonic crystal.17 Based on the simulation results, the group ve-

locity (vg) in the photonic crystal waveguide can be reduced

to a minimum of vg/c¼ 0.08 (c is the speed of light in vac-

uum). Therefore, the optical force is increased by six-fold

from 0.17 pN/lm/mW to 1.01 pN/lm/mW (per unit length

of the actuator) at the wavelength of 1550 nm.

Based on the static Euler-Bernoulli beam equation and

boundary conditions, the mechanical deflection (d) at any

point along the suspended waveguides can be determined as

d ¼ � Fopt

24EIL
ðx4 � 2Lx3 þ L2x2Þ; (2)

where E is the waveguide’s Young’s modulus, I is its

moment of inertia, and x is the position along the suspended

waveguide length (0� x� L). It is noted that the maximum

deflection occurs at x¼ L/2. By combining Eqs. (1) and (2)

and substituting I¼ ha3/12 (here h and a are the waveguide

height and width, respectively), the maximum deflection is

derived as

dmax ¼ �
PL4

32Eha3vgx
� dx

ds

�
�
�
�
k

: (3)

Therefore, the displacement D of the nanoscale actuator can

be obtained with D¼ dmax. Equation (3) provides the insight

for the physical design criteria of the nanoscale actuator. The

displacement D varies linearly with optical power P, which

allows precise optical control of the actuator displacement

by varying the input optical power. Meanwhile, D is also de-

pendent on the dimension of the waveguide (free-hanging

length (L), height (h), and width (a)). A maximum displace-

ment of 40.8 nm is achieved with a free-hanging waveguide

of 60 lm� 310 nm� 220 nm (L� a� h), which is much

smaller than the typically displacement of MEMS actuator

driven by the electrostatic force (typically 45 -lm).2 The

nanoscale opto-mechanical actuator provides nanoscale reso-

lution at high precision, which is critical and sufficient to

control and manipulate light. However, it is noted that

FIG. 2. (Color online) The optical force as a function of the waveguide

dimensions. (a) The waveguide height h, and (b) the waveguide width a.

Suspension 
beam

Anchor Shuttle

Released slot-waveguide

15 kV × 1,700 10 μm

1 μm

FIG. 3. Scanning electron micrograph of the actuator and the waveguides.

Inset: close-up to the released slot-waveguide.
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changing the waveguide cross-section affects the waveguide

dispersion (i.e., dx/ds) as well, which will be further

discussed.

The dispersion relationship of the waveguide is obtained

from numerical simulations. Fig. 2 plots the optical forces as

the function of the waveguide cross-sectional dimensions

under different gaps (s). It can be concluded that larger opti-

cal force is achieved at narrower gap. The effect of wave-

guide height on the optical force (Fig. 2(a)) is limited and

insignificant as compared with the waveguide width (Fig.

2(b)). The optical force exhibits a maximum at a¼ 260 nm

and decreases as a increases. This is because the evanescent

coupling of the guided light produces the largest gradient of

optical distribution at a specific size of the waveguide cross-

section. Although simulations suggest that a smaller wave-

guide cross-section is preferable to produce larger optical

forces, it should be noted that the optical loss also increase

significantly with smaller waveguide cross-section. From

fabrication point of view, the lithography techniques and the

wafer thickness also impose limitations for the practical

dimensions of waveguide fabrication.

The nanoscale opto-mechanical actuator was designed

and fabricated on standard silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer

using nanosilicon photonic fabrication processes, with a sili-

con structure layer of 220 nm thick and 2 lm buried oxide

layer. Except for the waveguides, the shuttles and the suspen-

sion beams of the nanoscale opto-mechanical actuator, other

waveguides were covered with 2 lm thickness of SiO2 clad-

ding layer. The waveguides and other structures were pat-

terned by deep UV lithography, followed by plasma dry

etching to transfer the photo resist pattern into the substrate.

After deposition and patterning the upper SiO2 layer, the areas

directly above the suspended features were etched away

through dry etching. Finally, a buffered oxide etching solution

selectively undercut the buried oxide layer so as to release the

parts of movable structures and the waveguides. The scanning

electron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated nano-

optomechanical actuators and free-hanging waveguide are

shown in Fig. 3, and a close-up to the free-hanging waveguide

is shown in Fig. 3. The free-hanging waveguide has a dimen-

sion of 50 lm� 310 nm� 220 nm (length�width

� height). The initial gap of the parallel waveguide is 200 nm,

which can be tuned by varying the input optical power.

Figure 4 plots the characterized relationship between the

gap variation and the input power with light wavelength of

1556 nm. A linear relationship is obtained with a gradient of

0.558 nm/mW. It is noted that the change of the gap will

affect the optical coupling of the waveguides and thus the

transmission coefficient.18 Therefore, the gap variation (Dd)

can be characterized by the transmission K of the optical

power, where K ¼ f ðaÞexp½�cðsþ d� aÞ� (see Ref. 18). In

the experiment, the maximum gap variation achieved is

67 nm in which the transmission coefficient increases from

0.21 to 0.93 due to the reduction of the gap. The dynamic

response of the actuator is modulated by light signal (8 MHz,

10 mW power) as shown in Fig. 4. The output power is nor-

malized with respect to the maximum output power. The

response time is measured as 94.5 ns, which corresponds to

the optical signal variation from 10% to 90% of the steady

state optical power level. Compared with traditional MEMS

actuators driven by electrostatic force, the response time is

reduced from milliseconds to nanoseconds.

In conclusion, a nanoscale opto-mechanical actuator

driven by the gradient optical force has been designed, fabri-

cated, and demonstrated. The maximum achieved displace-

ment is 67 nm with a response time of 94.5 ns. The nanoscale

optomechanical actuator can provide optical driven force of

1.01 pN/lm/mW. Comparing with the electrostatic driven

MEMS actuators, the advantages are not only with high reso-

lution of nanometer-scale displacement but also fast

response at the nanosecond level. It has high potential in a

wide range of applications, including optical signal process-

ing, chemical, and biological sensing.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Measured displacement of the nano-optomechanical

actuator versus the input optical power. The transmission coefficient is also

plotted. Inset: dynamic response of the actuator under a 8-MHz modulated

light signal.
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